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365 Days Of Gratitude: Photos From
A Beautiful World

â€œWhen I looked for beauty every day, I found it. Large or small, I found it. Andâ€”in far fewer than
365 daysâ€”it hit me at a very deep level that we live in an astonishingly beautiful world. The more
we focus on the beauty in the world, the more we live in a beautiful world.â€• -Catherine Ryan
HydeBestselling author of DON'T LET ME GO and PAY IT FORWARD, avid amateur photographer,
and travel and nature enthusiast Catherine Ryan Hyde combines her love of photography with her
popular #DailyGratitude practice in a new gorgeous photo collection: 365 DAYS OF GRATITUDE:
PHOTOS FROM A BEAUTIFUL WORLD. Catherine's #DailyGratitude practice evolved from the
simple act of finding something to be grateful for every day and sharing it with others. Now,
Catherine has compiled a year's worth of her favorite awe-inspiring and life-affirming moments in
365 DAYS OF GRATITUDE, a heartfelt tribute to the beauty of our world and to the joyful act of
giving thanks.
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From bee on a flower to photos from distant lands Catherine Ryan Hyde has done a great service
sharing her book â€˜365 Days of Gratitudeâ€™.Her photos show nature: sunrise, sunset and in

between, trees, flowers, birds, butterflies, insects, animalsâ€”all kinds, sky, clouds, mountains, and
more. In words, she tells what they mean to her. Some words cannot express the beauty you will
see.Trails hiked, paths walked. All show lifeâ€™s beauty we sometimes neglect to see.Even her
friends, Jordan and Ella who give her so much joy, make this book full of love for life.From rising sun
to rising moon, humming bird to vulture, lets you see the in between. Sheâ€™s not only a wonderful
writer of the word, but through her eyes you will see a beautiful world. Mine started years ago with a
butterfly. So I was happy to see many Flutterbyâ€™s among Hydeâ€™s photographs. Take a
moment and spend time in this book. It may start you on your own journey seeing a beautiful world.
Your-Gratitudeâ€™s.Even on my small black and white Kindle I was able to see the beauty.I saw the
yellow swallowtail and it took my breath away.Iâ€™d love to see this book in large full color book on
coffee tables.

My intention was to read one "gratitude" each day of the year. In reality, I read through the book in
about a week - just couldn't discipline myself to stop with one page! the photos were great and the
simple appreciation of all that life and nature has to offer were inspiring. So inspiring, in fact, that I
began my own "365 days of gratitude" and have noticed others doing the same...if imitation is the
best form of flattery, Catherine Ryan Hyde, be flattered!

We should all see the world as Catherine does. She puts a whole new meaning to"stop and smell
the roses". Even the buzzard is worth a moment. Beautiful photos and inspiring insight.

Love Catherine Ryan Hyde different kind of book nice photos nice to see the world through the eyes
of a great author

This was very well presented and contained beautiful photos. It can be used to remind ourselves to
be grateful.

The photos & captions are so uplifting loved visiting & experiencing vicariously through Catherine.
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